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Eco-Anxiety

 The Research Project (Raile / Rieken)

 Since November 2019 (very new)

What we planned (a lot)

What we already did (less)



Questionnaire

 http://www.raile.at/limesurvey/index.php/852955



Interviews

 12-15 Persons

 Experts/Laymen

 Urban/Rural

 Younger (18-30)/Older (>55)

 At least one Prepper (if it‘s possible)



Facebook-Posts-Analysis

 Discourse Analysis

 Several hundreds of Facebook-Groups

 Selection

 Result: I joined 41 (open, closed and private) Groups





 41 Groups with 1-15 Posts per Day = 200-500 Posts per Day
 = 6.000-15.000 Posts per Month 
 = 72.000-180.000 Posts per Year
 & no Analyse-Apps in FB-Groups without Admin-Permissions
 = Too much!

 Timeframe: Jan. – Dec. 2019.
 Until now:
 Prepper-Groups
 Eco-Anxiety Support-Groups

Facebook-Posts-Analysis



Eco-Anxiety & 
Fear of Climate Change

 Terms:
 Eco-Anxiety, Climate-Anxiety
 Climate-Change-Angst
 Fear of Climate Change and its consequences

 Anxiety vs. Fear

Why is it Eco-ANXIETY, but FEAR of climate change and its 
consequences?



What is Eco-Anxiety?

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KcDhlyuHFVU



Dealing with Eco-Anxiety

 Many people don‘t talk about it!

 Gender differences: 
 Fight/Flight/Fright
 Tend-and-Befriend

 Do you think you can do something to protect climate?
 Maybe you will become depressed
 Maybe you will become aggressive (being active or an activist)



Aggression



What or Who are Preppers?

 Prepper = to prepare / be prepared

 Preppers believe in apocalyptic scenarios



Apocalyptic scenarios



Do they think we will survive? 
Um… No!

What can Preppers do? How can they survive this?



Prepper vs. Society

 Prepper don‘t trust in politics or social infrastructure
 Hobbes: Bellum omnium contra omnes (War of all against all)

 They prepare for worst-case-scenarios

 Buying a farm, far away from the next cities and adapt it to 
live independently, if they have to.

 Storage or produce Water, Food, Medics, Power
 Farming; Solar Cells… And what is with money?



Money, Money, Money
isn‘t funny, if you‘re a prepper



Preppers and Anxiety

 They don‘t believe in stopping or fighting climate change

 They‘re sure: The end of the world is coming



Dealing with Eco-Anxiety

 A Post from a Prepper: 
 1.) Write down the things you fear the most. 
 2.) Prioritize your fears. 
 3.) Start to look for solutions for your top fears. 
 4.) Write down the first step or measure, that you can do to get 

closer to your solutions.

 So they don‘t work on their fears. They try to avoid them.

 Is it the best way dealing with anxieties or fears?



Support-Groups

 There are a few Climate Anxiety Support Groups

 Most of the groups have only 2-4 members, one has 856

 Active? No post since July 2019 in a group with 51 members

 One German group: Klima-Angst – Austausch und 
Unterstützung with 10 members



Bad News and Good News

 Mass Media talks about bad news; catastrophes, extreme 
weather events, scientists talking about a closing timeframe

 That can be very frightening, especially when you have children

 YouTuber Kathryn Kellogg: „Good News Friday“



Content of Support-Groups
 Three types of posts:
 Positive News (Shared-Links)



 Anxiety-Posts (mostly from new members)

 Supportive comments to anxiety-posts

Content of Support-Groups



The Messages in that Groups

 You‘re not alone!

 Others are afraid too

 Others are fighting too

 It seems hopeless, but look at this good news what we have achieved

We have to look at each other; if we‘re broken, we can not fix the 
planet

 It is ok, to feel depressed; talk to us, we will help you. 

 It’s ok to feel angry. Use the anger, be active and do something!



Ethnological Views

 There are a lot of cultural narratives of an end of the world
 Floodings, Hurricanes, Heatwaves, … end of the world?!

 Religion helps at dealing with these existential anxieties
 Last century: Science can eliminate the biggest threats

 But now: Scientists talk about the end of the world

Who can give us hope now?



Psychotherapeutical views
Alfred Adler and Irvin Yalom

 Yalom: Anxiety wants to become fear
 They can handle fear much better than anxiety
 We should talk about death, fear of death and traumatic events

 Adler: Striving for ultimate security vs. community feeling
 Preppers want to isolate themselves; being no part of community
 Shouldn‘t we help old or poor people? No, safe yourself and your family!

The conflict between being on the farm and living in the 
community is nothing less than the conflict between the fear of 
death and participation in society.



Thank You!

 If you have any questions: Feel free to ask.

 Discussion


